
AGM Minutes 26/1/2020 

2019 Review 

10 events were planned for 2019, 9took place and counted to championship points, one cancelled 

due to weather. 

Joint trial with P&D at Padley Wood was a success and will be repeated in 2020 

New site for 2019 at Darley Dale was a success so we will be returning and adding a new site at 

Tickhill, this will replace Worrall. 

 Dinner dance was enjoyed by all, hoping to go again, KM spoke to Mark Limer about a deal. 

2020 Plans 

When a member attends 4 trials they will get a free meal at the xmas party and their +1, to be 

discussed by committee nearer the time 

MSA have bought in a new ruling that all competitors and passengers/Navigators will need need a 

licence. 

MSA has increased the cost to put on a trial, this means the cost of each trial to members has 

increased from £25 to £30.  

Points scoring has been changed to make a more even playing field throughout the season, and not 

let a competitor run away with a lead. 

The layout of a sections has been altered, flags have been switched left to right to bring us in line 

with other clubs 

Randoms groups and running order will still continue to be drawn out of the bag. 

Clarke of Course will be whoever has set the trial, these have all been allocated, Clarke of course will 

automatically get 10pts for that trial. 

Website 

Hoping to get a website up and running this year. HG to head this task 

Money 

Club is doing ok for money, took a slight loss on trials last year, this was due to giving free trial. This 

is to be discussed in the future if this will happen again. 

Membership 

Currently have 27 members, 

Paying in Jan is working well, any new members from now on will pay for the trial and get free 

membership. 

Renewal letters have been sent, KM to send reminders. 

 

 



Election 

Role Committee Member Proposed by Seconded by 
Chairman Dave Mercer Danny Riley Robbie Sczesniok 

Vice Chairman Robbie Sczesniok Dave Mercer Danny Riley 

Treasurer Richard Mercer Dave Mercer Kelly Mercer 

Membership 
Secretary 

Kelly Mercer Martin Grindey Steph Blenkinsop 

Equipment Officer Martin Grindey Kelly Mercer Danny Riley 

Chief Scrutineer James Foster-Johnson Robbie Sczesniok Dave Mercer 

Assistant Scrutineer Danny Riley Robbie Sczesniok Dave Mercer 

Assistant Scrutineer Grant Blenkinsop Robbie Sczesniok Dave Mercer 

Publicity Hannah Gordon Kelly Mercer Steph Blenkinsop 
Minutes Steph Blenkinsop Kelly Mercer Danny Riley 

General Member Mick Muir Kelly Mercer Dave Mercer 

General Member Bel Sczesniok Kelly Mercer Robbie Sczesniok 

  


